
MODULO
Bench for rack 19’’ gas generators.

MODULO benches  are  designed  for  GC/MS
systems.   Various  dimensions  and  models  are
available,  all  easy to configure with a modular
design to  meets  user  needs.  The benches are
equipped with sturdy wheels for easy moving of
the system, and adjustable levelling legs for rock
solid stability of the bench.
GC  system  may  need  quite  a  lot  of  different
generators,  our  MODULO benches  has  2  Two
13U racks columns.
MODULO benches are the perfect solution to
save space in the laboratory, increase operation 
comfort by vibration  and noise removal of 
roughing pump and additionally protects the 
GC/MS system from vibration, assuring optimal 
condition for operation.

Main Applications
 GC systems
 GC/MS systems

Main Advantages
✔ Robust  and  modular  design  for  an  easy

configuration
✔ Durable wheels for easy moving
✔ Adjustable levelling legs
✔ Space saving
✔ Easy service of the GC system (access from

behind)
✔ Rack  noise  cancelling  option  with  sound

suppression up to 15 dBA
✔ Extended  version  with  space  for  operator

and PC mounting system
✔ Place for vacuum pump with cooling system

with  temperature  monitoring  and  visual  &
sound alarm



Specifications

Models: MODULO Double base Triple base
General data

Approx. Dimensions W x L x H (mm) 1220 x 810 x 810–840 1900 x 810 x 810–840 

Type 2 13U base columns 2 13U base columns + space for
PC

Surface Durcon (Epoxy Phenolic Compact)
Feets Adjustable in height

Ordering codes
Bench
2000.00.000 MODULO double base
2000.00.001 MODULO triple base
Options
2000.00.002 Rack noise canceling option
2000.00.003 Rack locker option

MODULO double base MODULO triple base

MODULO double base with noise cancelling option MODULO double base with locker
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